The AWAKENING of Our SOUL Memory, and
Reclaiming Our POWER - Sept/Oct 2016
The new 360 Day Tun Mayan calendar starts on 2 October 2016
and the new Tzolkin 260 days starts on 21st Oct, things may
seem like they don't want to change but as the cycles come to
fruition and start again we will feel a new Divine Stimulus
and a SHIFT OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
As we near the end 2016 it's as if our worldly circumstances
are hanging in the balance, it's as if things are on the verge
of becoming a shocked reality, BREXIT was one of them. We
could have hardly predicted the outcome, yet it is
understandable that the people wanted to reclaim their
collective Soul and live in truth to their Heart's MEMORY.
This is the microcosm of what is unfold on a global level. Who
knows what next will happen in our world that we are watching
carefully, most amplified is the war in the Middle East and
the Election in the USA, it does seem probable that Hilary
Clinton will be the next President of the USA, but with the
way the world is changing who knows. Trump has brought a lot
to the attention of ordinary people.
TIMES Evolving Cosmic energies of the Divine Universe are
changing the density of our bodies physical structure so as to
become higher and lighter in resonance, this is shifting us
and releasing us from the pasts immaturity, our Mind is
aligning closer and closer to the HEART centre that holds the
MEMORY of Time. By this Divine Evolutionary process our
subconscious Memory is being activated to AWAKEN, causing a
resistance WITHIN us from those immature reflections that do
not want to CHANGE and do not want see the truth of what our
MEMORY holds. The truth is that in order to evolve and move
forward we must consciously HEAL and live True to our Heart's
MEMORY, as we do this we feel better and happier because we
CLEAN our Light of its impurity and the shadow aspects that
want to consume it and keep us in a state of amnesia. We are
inevitably waking up and becoming conscious of life's biggest
picture and our purpose as CREATION in Human form. What is
going on in the collective MIND of Humanity can be understood
as the resulting growth to fruition of the Cosmic Tree of
Life. This can be further understood in the growth cycles of
the 9 Level Mayan calendar pyramid of Divine TIME. We have
accelerated as a UNIVERSAL consciousness to a TIME where all
the cycles of evolutions growth have met up and together are
continuing through 13-Ahau/Light which transcends all to live
in truth unto itself. This was initiated from the Original
intentions of GREAT MYSTERY, and brought the LIGHT of Creation
to arrive at the precipice and top of the Divine PYRAMID of

Time in 2011/12. We are now truly feeling the effects of what
NEW EARTH is asking and changing us by, the Divine Creative
Cosmic Forces will not support that which does not have the
best interest of the People and the collective Creation at
HEART.
We as a Human Spirit are housed in a physical body and are
NATURALLY being pulled into ALIGNMENT with Creator Source, the
Times that we are transmuting and transcending through NOW are
more than ever dissolving the illusions of separation. The
separation has been caused by a natural process that evolved
the MIND through various stages of growth to arrive at the
fruition point (top of Pyramid) that we are now at and through
our Awakening process we are being SHIFTED by. This is
inspiring our self realisations to understand that the Mind
alone is on course to crash burn, we in our minds EYE need to
start to look "Within" to the Heart and HEAL our Memory, this
will bring a return of the SOUL to become Whole once again. We
need to eat and chew sacredly not only on food but with our
thoughts, because anything that is not pure will be poison to
our digestion. We are supported by Creator when in service to
stand up against the past systems that no longer serve life as
we give birth to a sacred New Earth.
We have to ask, WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO HEAL OUR MEMORY? It means
to live in tune with the Universal Frequency of our Creator
that created us to be the highest aspects to CREATION and hold
the responsibility of Nature's Pureness and be the guardians
and keeper of the garden of EARTH, we are returning to this
Time, we are returning to the "Garden of Eden".
Today 29th Sept 2016 is 4-Tijax/Flint, we are nearing the
completion of the so called 57th Universal Day of the 9th
Wave, being an 18 days cycle that aligns to the Mayan
calendar's 360 day Tun, this has brought a great surge of
energy that is breaking through and transmuting by the
resonance it comes with of 9-Ahau/Light, forward movement,
flowering, completions, honour of memory... 9-Ahau/Light is
from 14 September to 1 October being the last of 20 cycles,
each 18 day in duration, of this 360 days Tun from 7 Oct 2015
to 1 Oct 2016 held by 5-Kaan/Serpent, because we are in a TIME
where all CREATION now resonates maturely, it means that these
360 days has brought unfiltered empowerment for transmuting
the poison of past immature ways and understandings.
From 2 Oct 2016 we start a new 360 Day Tun of 20x18 Days being
the so called 10th Galactic Day of the 8th Wave, this is then
held be the next intention and aspect to Creation, being 6Keme/Death, 6 creates flow and brings momentum, Death

transforms, resurrects and rebirths. In terms of this
resonance we might already feel a great Death to the old
immature ways. To fully grasp this we need to study the 9
Level Sacred Mayan Calendar's complexity that resonates to the
ultimate consequence of CREATION'S Evolution of Time.
From 2 Oct we go into a new 18 day cycle of 10-Imix/Alligator,
creates challenge, this brings a manifestation of sorts,
Alligator brings to the surface the new phenomenon from the
collective unconscious.
Thank you...
Further information... Everything below this is some extra
reflections and notes, sorry if might repeat myself. Sean
Caulfield... Many blessings.
The Intention of the 9th Wave is stimulating and pulling our
World into Right Relation with the Divine Universe. How this
is felt is through etheric waves of ebbing and flowing energy
of an 9+9=18 day cycle, each 18 days is a peak of energy and a
valley that processes it. We on 23rd Sept arrived at a peak
being the midpoint of the 57th Universal Day. Each 18 days can
be seen as holding an intention and aspects to CREATION, we
are at present in 18 days held by 9-Ahau/Light. This means
that we are about to complete this 360 day Tun cycle on 1st
Oct and it further means that we go out of a valley in this
360 days and into a peak in the next 360 days of the so called
10th Day of the 8th Wave starting on 2nd Oct 2016 which is
also pulling all into Right Relation so as to tune all LIGHT
with CREATIONS Divine Will. Since we reached the summit of all
9 Levels of the Mayan calendar all has fully matured to its
originally planned for potential.
Like when a surfer sits on his surfboard in the Ocean, Time
can be understood as moving towards us as waves of energy,
sometimes we surf the wave and other times we allow it to go
through us, but we can not avoid the wave. Like time, a wave
is inevitable, and a wave of Creations sacred energy
stimulates life to further evolve through a process of
transmutation that constantly changes the dynamics to exist on
higher and higher levels, we are reaching higher and higher
platforms of understanding.
To understand life is to understand time, I am not talking
about the measurement of physical movement, I am talking about
a spiritual resonance that is felt from an understanding of
the cycles of UNIVERSAL TIME, this is reflected in the Mayan
calendar's.

I am and we are the birthing awareness at the forefront of
TIME'S synchronicity... our STAR'S collective PURPOSE is to
cure ourselves of our insanity... the Universal CONSCIOUSNESS
is taking us through the understandings and completions to
humility... as the SUN rises we awaken to align our Mind and
HEART with its complexity... this unifies Heaven and Earth
"Within" so as to create the 3-Fire TRINITY... by this
consciousness we are freed from the outer density... we then
understand the importance to look "Within" and connect daily
to our Divinity... that shines our individual and collective
STAR LIGHT for us to see our destiny... the more we understand
the more we feel comfortable to be Universal Ambassadors of
Love and Peace for all multidimensional reality... and create
Earth as a Universal PORTAL OF LOVE for ourself and all the
races of Humanity... I LOVE all reflections that are myself's
sensitivity... that we are and I am...
GREAT MYSTERY - One day we will all be freed from this density
and arrive in another place, I hope to meet you there, but
until then we are here to experience and learn by transmuting
and transcending this reality. One might ask why are we here
to do this? The reason gives us our purpose. Why we are here
is ultimately to be in service to Creation, this is our
purpose, although one might ask, what is this service to
CREATION asking of us, it is asking of us to create ourself to
be ONE with everything in the mirror, to be ONE LIGHT shining
as a STAR starts with being at Peace with yourself "Within",
once we reach this place we shine TOGETHER as our solar
systems STAR of the UNIVERSE.
We are here to shatter the mirror, to break the illusion that
separates us and brings us to think that everything is outside
of who you are "Within". Now that you have done this you can
"WAKE UP" and make amends. This starts with forgiveness.
The Completion of the ORIGINAL INTENTION... 11-Eb/Road,
clarity, conductor of destiny - written on 23 Sept. According
to Creation's Divine cycles of growth of the COSMIC Tree of
Life we can understand that every ending is the result of what
the Original Intention was, this is how the cycles weave
together the supporting structures so as to further grow the
Tree of Life. So what was the original intention that birthed
and grew our UNIVERSE, what is it now ending to complete as?
This is important to understand because now that all the
cycles have completed to a meeting point in Oct 2011, this
awareness sets the tone for what begins and what we are now
BIRTHING as Creation in human form. What we are beginning can
be seen by understanding our most ANCIENT Indigenous roots and

the evolutionary cycles of spiritual Time of the Universe that
are reflected in the understandings of the sacred 9 Level
Mayan calendar cycles. This study starts with the weaving of
two calendar cycles called the Tun and Tzolkin. At present
these cycles are both in a phase of completion, the Tun 360
day cycle ends on 1st October 2016, and the Tzolkin 260 day
cycle completes 21st October 2016, so this synchronistic
convergence of both cycles nearing completion is bringing a
strong influencing energy. We are being transmuted and
transcended past physical limitations to give birth to a NEW
GOLDEN AGE of Spiritual Light, this could be seen as what the
ORIGINAL INTENTION is allowing for, for PEACE & LOVE, but it's
the resistance to the unknown that sparks fear and inner
conflict and turmoil which spill over into the physical world.
Blessings Sean Caulfield
seanacaul@gmail.com
More can be understood at this website www.theuniversalfrequency.com
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